In the present work we search for Resonance in the dielectron events produced in proton-proton collisions at LHC using Monte Carlo simulation programs which may be Z'_{B-L} heavy neutral boson. To detect this resonance at LHC we used the data which are produced fro m pp collision of Pythia8 produced events at different energ ies for LHC then we use the angular d istribution for the dielectron produced fro m Z'_{B-L} decay channels to detect the Z'_{B-L}signal. B-L extension of the SM model p redicts the existence of a Z'_ {B-L}heavy neutral massive boson at high energies and fro m our results which we had simu lated for Z'_{B-L}in the B-L extension of standard model we predict that a Z'_{B-L}boson will be found at LHC and has a mass in the range fro m 1 TeV to 1.5 TeV.
Introduction
The fact that neutrinos are massive indicates that the Standard Model (SM) requires extension. B-L model is an extension for the SM wh ich is based on the gauge group G B-L =SU (3) C x SU(2) L x U(1) Y x U(1) B-L . The invariance of the Lagrangian under this gauge sy mmet ry imp lies the existence of a new gauge boson (beyond the SM ones) and the spontaneous symmetry breaking in this model provides a natural explanation for the presence of three right-handed neutrinos in addition to an extra gauge boson and a new scalar Higgs. Therefore, one can observe a very interesting phenomenology which is different fro m the SM results and it can be tested at the LHC(see e.g. Ref. [1] ). An e xt ra neutral massive gauge boson corresponding to B−L gauge symmetry is pred ict ed. Th ere are many mod els wh ich contain extra gauge bosons. These models can be classified into two categories depending on whether or not they arise in a GUT scenario. In some of these models, the Z′ and the SM Z do not have true mass due to mixing. This mixing induces the couplings between the extra Z′ boson and the SM fermions .In our model of B−L extension of the SM, the e xtra Z′_{B-L} boson and the SM fermions are coupled t h roug h th e no n -v an ish in g B−L q u an tu m n u mb ers . Searching for Z′_{B-L} is accessible via a clean dilepton signal at LHC. We will simulate B − L extension of the SM, Which is based on the gauge group SU(3) C × SU(2) L × U(1) y × U(1) B-L using MC programs at LHC and search for Z'_{B-L} bosons in dielectron events produced in pp collisions at different energies of LHC using the Monte Carlo event generator PYTHIA8 as in [2] [3] [4] [5] and the software tools (Data analysis ROOT package and ROOFIT package to fit any resulted histogram to get P.D.F. (Probability density function)).Also we use MadGraph5 / Madevent and CALCHEP programs. To identify the Z'_{B-L}  e+ e− signal, we use the dielectron angular distribution [6] . The leptonic decays Z'_{B-L} ℓ+ℓ− provide the most distinctive signature for observing the Z'_{B-L} signal at a Large Hadrons Co llider. We will study the production of Z'_{B-L} at LHC and the different branching ratios. Also we will study Z'_{B-L} using dielectron angular distribution and analyse the results by using simu lation event generator PYTHIA8 and other software tools, ROOT and ROOFIT.
Results
In this section we present our results for simu lation of Z'_{B-L} in the B − L model using MC simu lation. We first present production cross-sections of Z'_{B-L} at the LHC as a function of Z'_{B-L} mass for various g'' values (where g'' is the U (1) B-L gauge coupling constant) and for various energies for LHC, branching ratios as a function of Z'_{B-L} mass for heavy neutrino mass h V = 200 GeV wh ich will have an effect on the different results of Z'_{B-L} due to its heavy mass. We obtained different results in comparison with those reported as in [7] where the analysis in this paper did not take into account the new heavy neutrino which is an important signature of the B-L model as in [8] [9] [10] .A lso they did not give any branching ratio for heavy neutrino. After that we give the result of Z'_{B-L} total width as a function of Z'_{B-L} mass for various values of g′'. In figure 1 we present the production cross sections for Z'_{B-L} fo r the most relevant production mechanisms. We can compare the production cross sections for different CM energies. Figure 1 At the patron level, the Z'_{B-L} production cross section depends on two main parameters the mass of Z'_{B-L} and the coupling constant g''. Therefore, the model B-L is controlled by two parameters: first, the mass of the Z'_{B-L} second, the coupling constant g" determin ing Z'_{B-L} couplings. There are two experimental constraints on these two parameters. The first comes fro m direct search for heavy neutral gauge bosons at the Fermi Lab, wh ich excludes a Z'_{B-L} mass less than 600 GeV. The second limit co mes fro m LEP where
Production Cross Section
The ext ra neutral gauge boson Z'_{B-L} acquires a mass due to the B −L gauge symmetry breaking
where g'' is the U(1)B-L gauge coupling constant and v' is the symmetry breaking scale Table 1 . B-L quantum number for different particles
The production cross sections for the Z'_{B-L} signal in figure 1 are co mputed using MadGraph5 and PYTHIA8 where we generated the process pp --> Z'_{B-L} of B-L model using Mad-Graph5 and export this process to PHYTHIA8 then the main switches will stay on for fig. 2 , the branching ratios of for Z_{B-L} different quarks are equal appro ximately and the branching ratios for d ifferent leptons are higher than those for the quarks and also the branching ratios for heavy neutrino (which have a mass 200 GeV). In particular, BR (Z'_{B-L} → ℓ+ℓ−) varies between 17% and 17.5% where (ℓ = electron, muon, tau). But for heavy neutrino BR(Z'_{B-L} → hv hv) and for light neutrino BR(Z'_{B-L} → ν ν) they vary between 8.5% and 9%. BR (Z'_{B-L} → qq) varies between 5.5% and 6%. Z'_{B-L} can decay into one light and one heavy neutrino such a channel is highly suppressed by the corresponding (heavy-light) neutrino mixing and thus it can safely be neglected. Heavy neutrino is the most characteristic for B-L model so it affects other branching ratios because it has a massive neutrino in comparison with the SM neutrino. Fro m figure 2 we can search for Z'_{B-L} at LHC via a clean dilepton signal which can be one of the first new physics signatures to be observed at the LHC. We will study Z'_{B-L} in this paper by using the channel decay of Z'_{B-L} to electrons pair using PYTHIA8 and turn off all other channels of decay of the Z'_{B-L} part icle where the ratio o f d ielctron channel is the highest one and then use these commands. pythia.readString("900032:onMo d e=0" ),pythia.readString("900032:m0=1000")pythia.readSt ring ("900032:onIfA ll=11 -11") where the first command turn off all decay channels of Z'_{B-L} and the second one set the mass of Z'_{B-L} to 1000GeV and the third command permits the decay of Z'_{B-L} to electron and positron only.
Total Wi dth of Z'_{B-L}
The Z'_{B-L} boson decays only to fermions at tree-level and its width is given by the follo wing exp ression
where m f is the mass and C f the number of colours of the fermions type f .In Figs. 3 and 4 we present the total decay width of the Z'_{B-L} as a function of Z'_{B-L} and g'', respectively where the other parameters were held fixed to three different values 
Dielectron Angular Distri buti on
By using dielectron angular d istribution cos (θ * ) where θ * is the angle in the dielectron rest reference frame between the negative electron and the incident incoming quark. PTHIA8 g ives θ only in Lab frame but we use θ * here which is in the rest frame so we must convert from lab frame to rest frame to get θ * by using boost vector. We define two additional reference frames: (a) The collid ing proton CM frame denoted by O (this frame is identical to the laboratory frame) and (b ) The rest frame of the dilepton system denoted by O * . The dilepton system is boosted along the beam axis. The z-axis is chosen as the direction of one of the beams, and it is then identical for O and O * frames. It should be noted that there is a sign amb iguity in the measurement of cos (θ * ), since for a particular event, there is no informat ion about whether the incoming quark co mes fro m the positive or negative z directions. Instead, it is useful to consider the quantity cos (θ 
Conclusions
In this work we have presented the LHC potential to discover a heavy neutral massive gauge boson Z'_{B-L} of the B-L extension of the SM model using MC programs where we have simulated the production cross section at different center of mass energies of LHC for various values of the coupling constant g'' and branching ratios of Z_{B-L} to all different decay channels to fermions. We presented the total width of Z'_{B-L} as a function of Z'_{B-L} mass. Also we presented the decay of Z'_{B-L} into an electron-positron pair and we have presented dielectron angular distribution. All these signatures predict the existence of a new gauge boson Z'_{B-L} at LHC.
